Fun-filled games the
whole family will enjoy!

Welcome to
MOLLY OF DENALI
FAMILY GAMES!

™

Using the PBS KIDS series MOLLY OF DENALI as
inspiration, MOLLY OF DENALI Family Games includes
games that are not only educational, but also fun to play,
and a great way for your family to spend time together.
Playing games not only builds relationships, it’s educational! As children
learn and follow game rules, take turns, plan, play as a team, make
decisions, and discuss what’s going on, they are gaining literacy, math,
social studies, and social-emotional skills. By playing together, families also
learn more about each other and their own culture.
MOLLY OF DENALI games also help your family learn about Alaska—its
geography, culture, and native values. These values, such as working
together, sharing, and respecting the environment, are shared across many
diverse cultures.
The games also help your children understand and use informational text
(IT). Informational text is any type of text—written, spoken, visual—whose
main purpose is to provide information. For example, a key on a map is one
way that children use IT. A key has symbols that provide information about
the places on the map. Understanding, using, and creating IT are key skills
for success in school, and playing MOLLY OF DENALI games can help build
these skills.
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All About MOLLY OF DENALI
MOLLY OF DENALI is a PBS KIDS television series set in Qyah
(pronounced KI-yah), a fictional village in Alaska near Denali. The
series includes an Alaska Native/First Nations cast and is the first
nationally distributed children’s series to feature a Native American
lead character. The series is a unique blend of action-adventure,
comedy, nature, culture, and community.
In each MOLLY OF DENALI episode, there are two 11-minute
animated stories, plus a 2-minute “Ask Molly” live-action segment
featuring real families. You can watch MOLLY OF DENALI on a PBS
station near you, online on the MOLLY OF DENALI website (pbskids.
org/molly), or on the MOLLY OF DENALI YouTube channel (tinyurl.
com/MollyYouTube).

Informational Text
(IT) Connections
Each MOLLY OF DENALI
game includes an IT
Connection that highlights
the informational text that is
featured in the game.

Who’s Who in MOLLY OF DENALI
Molly Mabray is 10 years
old and is Gwich’in/Koyukon/
Dena’ina Athabascan.
She’s friendly, curious, and
resourceful! Molly likes to
learn about people, places,
and things and enjoys
sharing her knowledge.
Molly loves to sing, play
basketball, and learn.
She also adores animals,
especially her dog, Suki.

Trini
Trini is African American,
is 7 years old, and has
recently moved from
Texas to Alaska. She is
always eager to join Molly
and Tooey.

Suki
Molly’s dog is an Alaskan
Malamute. She’s a loyal
friend who helps to sniff
out adventures.

Layla
Molly’s mom is a bush
pilot. Practical and
adventurous, she helps
run the Denali Trading
Post.

Tooey
Tooey is Yup’ik/ Koyukon/
Japanese and is Molly’s
best friend. He is smart and
patient and wants to be a
dog musher like his dad.

Oscar
A little older than Molly,
Oscar loves to read and
play the fiddle.

Walter
Molly’s dad is a
wilderness guide who
loves to tell stories and
fix things. He also helps
run the Denali Trading
Post.

Auntie Midge
Auntie Midge is Gwich’in
Athabascan and is the
Tribal Chief of Qyah. She
is funny and energetic.
Grandpa Nat
Molly’s grandpa studies
volcanoes. A respected
elder with a hearty
laugh, he is an important
source of traditional
wisdom and knowledge.
Nina
A family friend, Nina
is an environmental
journalist who studies
wildlife.
Connie
Connie, a former
Olympic canoeist, is an
auto mechanic who lives
just outside Qyah.
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Alaska Native Culture and Values
MOLLY OF DENALI shows Alaska Native life today, as well
as the values and culture of the people who have lived
in Alaska for thousands of years. Emphasizing respect,
responsibility, kindness, empathy, generosity, and selfawareness, these values are likely part of your family’s
culture, too. As you watch the show, talk about the meaning
of the stories and the values that are shared. Explore what
your family has in common with Molly and her family, as
well as what is unique to your family’s heritage, region,
language, and history.
Molly and her family are Gwich’in/Koyukon/Dena’ina
Athabascan. There are 11 different Athabascan groups,
each with its own language and culture. Athabascans are
one of five major groups native to Alaska. Molly honors her
family’s heritage by learning about Athabascan traditions
and customs, past and present.

All Alaska Native groups have values that are core to their cultures. The list below is
a select set of values commonly found among most of these diverse groups.
• Showing Respect to Others – Each Person Has a Special Gift
• Sharing What You Have – Giving Makes You Richer
• Knowing Who You Are – You Are an Extension of Your Family
• Accepting What Life Brings – You Cannot Control Many Things
• Having Patience – Some Things Cannot Be Rushed
• Living Carefully – Your Actions Have Consequences
• Taking Care of Others – You Cannot Live Without Them
• Honoring Your Elders – They Show You the Way in Life
• Seeing Connections – All Things Are Related
For a full list of values by cultural group, visit the Alaska Native Knowledge Network,
www.uaf.edu/ankn.
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Source: Adapted from Alaska Native Values for Curriculum, Alaska Native Knowledge Network,
https://www.uaf.edu/ankn

Alaska Native Values

Gameplay Checklist
Family Code (Last two letters of last name + last four digits of phone number—please use the same code
as the pre-survey):
Local
PBS Station:
		

Start Date:

Instructions (Optional for families not participating in research): Tell us which games you played and
which games you liked. Please play MOLLY OF DENALI games for a minimum of 90 minutes each week
and try each game at least once during the four weeks. Have your child(ren) indicate when they played a
MOLLY OF DENALI game by drawing a face: for “liked it,” for “neutral,” and for “did not like it.” Add
any notes to the last column. You may create an additional checklist on a separate sheet, if needed. When
you complete the post-survey, you’ll be asked to take a picture of the checklist and upload it.
1st
Play

2nd
Play

3rd
Play

4th
Play

5th
Play

6th
Play

7th
Play

8th
Play

Notes

Molly and Me
Match-Up
Page 4

Canoe Race
Page 5

Molly BINGO
Page 6

Pack
the Plane
Page 11

Take a Hike
Page 14

Deliver on
the River
Page 16

Spring
Carnival
Page 18

Tell Me
a Story
Page 20
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MOLLY AND ME MATCH-UP
You Will Need
• Writing materials
(pens, pencils, crayons,
or markers)
• 1 set of 10 All About
Molly Cards

MOLLY OF DENALI is set in Alaska and reflects Alaska Native culture.
Learning about different cultures helps us understand others and ourselves.
It also helps us recognize what’s special about our own family and
community. Play this memory game to learn more about Molly—and you!

Set Up
1

2

• 1 set of 10 All About Me
Cards

Together, look at the pictures on each All About
Molly card and read the captions. (If your child
isn’t reading yet, read the captions aloud.)
Now it’s your family’s turn! Decide which blank
set of biographical cards to use.

IT CONNECTION
When you help your
child draw and write
on the All About cards,
you’re helping them
create informational
text! This text tells
about your child or
family’s interests,
friends, and favorite
things.

•

Your child can create All About Me cards. Help
your child write and draw his or her favorite
things.

•

Your family can create All About Us cards.
Discuss the topics on the cards and decide
what things best represent your family. Divide up the cards so everyone
can write and draw on them. Help younger children, as needed.

Let’s Play!

• 1 set of 10 All About Us
Cards

4

1

Shuffle the All About Molly cards and either the
All About Us or All About Me cards. You should
have 20 cards in the deck.

2

Place the cards face down in four rows of five cards.

3

The youngest player goes first; then continue clockwise.
On your turn:

•

Choose two cards and turn them face up. If the two cards
contain the same type of information (for instance,
Molly’s favorite animal and your child’s favorite animal),
then it’s a match!

•

If the cards match, put them in a pile next to you. Then take another turn.
If the cards don’t match, put them face down in the same places.

4

Take turns flipping two cards to find a match.

5

The game is over when all the cards have been matched. The player
with the most sets of matching cards is the winner! Try playing again
using the other set of cards you made.

CANOE RACE
You Will Need
• Game board

• 2–6 MOLLY OF DENALI
Characters

• 1 Dice (not included)
• 15 Salmon Cards

For generations, Alaska
Natives have made and used
the beedoya (the Koyukon
Athabascan word for canoe,
pronounced bee-dow-guh)
for fishing, hunting, and
transportation. In Qyah,
Mr. Patak, a carver, makes
traditional Athabascan
canoes out of birch bark. In this game, you can try your hand at canoeing!
Choose a MOLLY OF DENALI character and race against the other players
on the river! Who will be the first to cross the finish line?

Set Up
1

Open the game board. The River should be face up.

2

Shuffle each set of cards, and then place them face down in two piles.

3

Choose your character and place it at the yellow star. (If this is your first
time playing, carefully tear, fold, and tape the characters so they can
stand up. See picture on left.)

• 15 Wild Alaskan Rose
Cards

Let’s Play

IT CONNECTION
Your children may not
realize it, but every time
they read a salmon or
wild Alaskan rose card
they practice using
informational text! The
cards give information
about what players
should do: move ahead,
go back, or roll again.
When they follow
the directions on a
card, they are using
informational text.

1

The youngest player goes first. Then take
turns in a clockwise direction.

2

On your turn, roll the dice and move your
character the number of spaces rolled.

3

If you land on a salmon space, draw a
salmon card and do what it says. If you land
on a wild Alaskan rose space, draw a wild
Alaskan rose card. After doing what the
card says, if you land on another salmon
or wild Alaskan rose space, do not draw
another card. It is the next player’s turn.

4

If you land on an unmarked space, stay put until your next turn.

5

Continue playing until the first player reaches the finish line, marked
by the white star. Congratulate the winner and play for second place if
you’d like!
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MOLLY BINGO
You Will Need
• MOLLY BINGO Boards
• Any MOLLY OF DENALI
episode (online or on TV)
• Coins or buttons
(Be aware that small
objects may present a
choking hazard for very
young children.)

Watch any MOLLY OF DENALI show to play this game—on television, the
PBS KIDS website, or YouTube. You can play MOLLY BINGO while watching
any of the stories or the “Ask Molly” segment. Enjoy getting to know more
about Molly, her family, friends, and life in Qyah!

Set Up
1

Find the Bingo boards on the following pages and cut them out. Each
player should choose a board. (If you have more than two players, make
teams!) Notice that two Bingo boards are geared toward early readers,
which contain images and fewer words. Two additional Bingo boards are
included for stronger readers.

2

Together, look at the pictures and read aloud the text in each square of
the Bingo board. This tells you what to look or listen for while you watch.

Let’s Play
1

6

Pick a MOLLY OF DENALI episode. As you
watch, have each family member look (or
listen) for the characters, events, dialogue, or
objects mentioned in the squares. (Younger
children may need to watch a show more
than once to get to know the characters and
events, as well as how to play the game.)

IT CONNECTION
As you watch MOLLY
OF DENALI episodes,
talk about the ways
Molly and her friends
use informational text.
They use computers to
find information; they
go to the library to
read; they use maps,
charts, and diagrams.

2

When someone recognizes something in the
show that matches a square, they call it out.

3

You or your children put a coin on the square if
the match is on your board.

4

When you get four coins in a row—across, down, or diagonally—call out,
“BINGO!” You’ve won MOLLY BINGO!

5

Afterward, read through the marked squares and recall when the events
happened in the show. Ask your children questions such as: How is Molly’s
life similar to yours? How is her life different?

MOLLY BINGO

Molly says “mahsi’
choo!” (thank you).

Molly searches for
information on the
computer.

Layla flies
a plane.

Molly sings.

Trini helps out.

There is a river, stream,
or hot springs.

You see something
with beads.

Molly draws
a diagram, chart,
or table.

Someone visits
the Trading Post.

Molly and friends take
or use photos.

Molly learns
about her culture.

Dogs pull a sled.

FREE
Molly talks to
Grandpa Nat
or Auntie Midge.

You see
an animal.

Mountains are
in the background.
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MOLLY BINGO

FREE

8

Cell Phone

Molly’s Hat

Book

Spruce Trees

Tooey

Animal

Trading Post

“mahsi’ choo!”
(thank you)

Mountain

Grandpa Nat

Suki

Tribal Hall

Mittens

Basketball

Snow
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MOLLY BINGO

Molly plays basketball.

Molly travels outside
her village.

Molly uses
her cell phone.

Molly learns
about her culture.

Suki barks.

There is snow!

Molly and Tooey
help each other.

Molly and friends
look at a book.

Molly searches for
information on the
computer.

There is a celebration
at the Tribal Hall.

Someone uses
a map.

Someone says “baasee’”
(thank you).

Auntie Midge
tells a story.

Molly says “mahsi’
choo!” (thank you).

FREE

There are stars
in the sky.
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MOLLY BINGO

Bird

Dog Sled

Camera

Molly sings.

FREE
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Suki

Trini

Molly’s Hat

Plane

Map

Beads

River

Book

Laptop

“baasee”
(thank you)
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Oscar

PACK THE PLANE
You Will Need
• Game Board

• Path Cards

• 8 Object Cards

• 10 Cloud Cards

• 2 Sun Cards to block
the Cloud Cards

• Start and Finish Cards

• Supply Table
(page 13)

Nina is in the middle of a caribou expedition, but her
supplies are running low and a snowstorm is coming. Can
you work together to collect supplies around town and
deliver them to Layla’s plane before the storm arrives?
You will need to work as a team to build a continuous
path, from Start to Finish (Layla’s plane), while collecting
three objects along the way. You win the game if you
collect the three objects before the snowstorm arrives!
Path Cards
Use Path cards to get to the objects you need. A Path
card can be placed over any four spaces on the board.
When you connect one path card to another, you’ll form
a new part of the path. The path must be continuous,
without any breaks. It’s okay to have paths that don’t
connect, but since you’re trying to collect the objects
before the snowstorm arrives, try to use as few Path cards as possible.
Path cards cannot be moved once they are placed on the game board.
Cloud and Sun Cards
Cloud cards show that the snowstorm is getting closer. Each time a Cloud
card is drawn, place it along the bottom of the board. If a Sun card is drawn,
it can be used to remove a Cloud card from the board, or it can be saved to
use later. Sun and Cloud cards that have been played should be set aside
and not used for the rest of the game. If eight Cloud cards have been placed
on the bottom of the game board, the storm has come and the game is over.
Object Cards
These are the items that need to be collected around town to “pack” Layla’s
plane before the snowstorm.
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Set Up
1

Open the game board. The Village of Qyah
should be face up.

2

Place the Start card at the Birch Wood Forest, in the
upper left corner of the game board. Place
IT CONNECTION
the Finish card at Fish Camp in the lower
right corner. (See the diagram on the left.)
Setting up the game

3

Determine which objects will be used:

• Shuffle the Object cards and put them face
down in a pile.
• Pick up one Object card.
• Check the Supply Table (on the next page)
to see where the object goes. Place the
object on that location on the board.

board is one way your
children can practice
using informational
text. Help your children
use the Supply Table to
determine where each
item should be placed
on the board.

• Do this three more times until you have placed four objects on the board.
Set the rest of the Object cards aside (you won’t need them for this game).
4

Shuffle the Path, Cloud, and Sun cards together. Place them face down in
a draw pile where everyone can reach them.

Let’s Play!
1

Take turns drawing cards from the draw pile and deciding together where
to place the cards.

• If the first card drawn is a Path card, place it in any direction. (Remember,
it needs to be connected to the Start space.)
• If the first card is a Cloud card, place it off the game board, along the
bottom edge. If the first card is a Sun card, save it to use later.
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2

Continue to take turns drawing cards and building paths. Work together
to decide which three objects to collect and how to best place the Path
cards to reach them. And watch out for those Cloud cards!

3

When you get to an object, take it and place it next to Layla’s plane.
Leave a Path card in the object’s place.

4

Were you able to build a path, collect three objects, and get to the plane
before the snowstorm arrived? If so, you win! Hurray! If not, you can
always play again.

SUPPLY TABLE
ITEM

LOCATION

sleeping bag

Connie’s house

field notebook

Tooey’s house

book about birds

Library

backpack

School

gloves

Tribal Hall

jarred salmon

Trading Post

flashlight

Auntie Midge’s
house

snowshoes

Mr. Patak’s
house
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TAKE A HIKE
You Will Need
• Writing materials
(pens, pencils, crayons,
or markers)

Did You Know?
Molly, her friends, and family use maps a lot: to find
out how to get somewhere, to know what to expect
on a journey, or as a guide to share with others.

• Blank paper

Here is a simple map of Qyah, the fictional village
in Alaska where Molly lives. Many maps have a
“key” — symbols, colors, or shapes that represent
different features. On this map, the lines represent
the roads, and the dotted lines show trails. The
buildings are shown as black rectangles and
squares. The blue area is water.
The sample key show some things your children
can use in their keys. Add more things depending
on what’s in your area.
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Sample Key
Bridge
Building
Stream or river
Tree
House
Roads
Trails

Making Maps
Does your family have a favorite hike—walking to school, to a neighbor’s house,
or into town? Here’s a chance for your children to map it out. (If you can’t go
outside due to the weather, map something indoors!
See Indoor Ideas.)
IT CONNECTION
1

On your next family walk, bring along a blank
piece of paper. Together, draw a map of your
route. Add drawings of animals, plants, trees,
and other things that you see.

2

Talk about the things on the map, and how
your children can show them using symbols.
What symbol will you use to show houses?
A road? A park?

3

Help your children add a key. Make a box in the corner of your map. Together
draw the symbols that you’ve used to show roads, paths, houses, mountains,
ponds, or other features on the map. Label the symbols in the key.

Maps contain tons
of informational text!
Labels show where
things are, in relation to
other things. Map keys
provide information
about the symbols that
are used on the map.

Using Maps
On the way home or the next time you take a walk, have your children use the
map to take the lead! Here are some ideas to try:
•

Looking at your map, call out what’s ahead. See something new or forgot
something? Pause to make changes to the map.

•

Does your family have stories or memories to share about a place along the
route? Pick a place, and tell a story.

•

Before you walk home, consult your map. Together, choose a landmark—a big
rock, bend in the road, the tallest tree. Once everyone has reached that point,
stop and call out, “Ready, Set, GO!” Race the rest of the way home.

INDOOR IDEAS
•

Help your children make a map from one room to another. Include
doors, windows, furniture, stairs, and other things they notice. Don’t
forget to make a key!

•

Choose and locate a “treasure” in the house (where the cat is sleeping,
a toy under the bed, a photo on display). Help your children draw a map
showing how to find the treasure from the farthest point in the house.
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DELIVER ON THE RIVER
You Will Need
• Game Board

The community needs your help! Families that live on the river, outside
of Qyah, need supplies. Can your family work as a team to bring them
everything they need before time runs out? You’ll need to work together
to gather the supplies, make a delivery plan, and set out on the river.

IT CONNECTION

Supply Cards
• 2–5 MOLLY OF DENALI
Characters

• 1 Dice (not included)
• 6 Number Tiles

• 5 Supply Tiles

The Supply cards show what the families need:
jarred salmon, blueberries, tools, wood, and
bear dogs (really big dogs!). During the game,
players will have Supply cards that can be
given to other players.
Delivery Table and Tiles

Tables are packed with
informational text!
Information is organized
into columns and rows
so it’s clear and easy
to understand. The
Delivery Table shows
the supplies, who needs
them, and how much
they need.

The first thing the team needs to do is create a
Delivery Table (on page 29) using the Number
tiles and Supply tiles. The Delivery Table shows
the amount of supplies that need to be delivered to each family.
See Set Up to create a Delivery Table before the start of a game.
Time Tracker

• 20 Supply Cards

• Delivery Table
(see page 29)

• Time Tracker

• A coin or button
(not included)
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The Time Tracker shows the amount of time the team has to make
deliveries. The first time a player rolls a six on the dice, place a coin or button
on the far-left space. Each time a player rolls a six, they lose their turn and
must move the coin one space to the right. When the coin reaches the tenth
space, the day is over and no more deliveries can be made!

Set Up
1

Open the game board. The River should be face up.

2

Each player chooses a character and places it at Fish Camp. (If this is
your first time playing, carefully tear, fold, and tape the characters so they
can stand up. See picture on left.)

3

Create a Delivery Table for the game (on page 29):

• Place the Number tiles face down and mix them up. Pick one tile for each
delivery and place it in the table. The tile shows how much of the supply
needs to be delivered. (You’ll have an extra.)
• Place the Supply tiles face down and mix them up. Pick tiles, one by one,
and place them in the Delivery Table.

4

Make a delivery plan. Decide who will deliver which supply. If you
have fewer than five players, some players will need to make multiple
deliveries.

Let’s Play!
1

Shuffle the Supply cards and deal them face down to each player, so
others can’t see. It is okay if players don’t have the same number of cards.

2

The person whose birthday is next goes first; then continue clockwise. On
your turn, you can choose to ask for cards OR roll the dice. (Remember,
you need to collect enough supplies to make your deliveries.)

• To ask for cards, choose a player. Ask (nicely!) for the supply that you
want. If the player has it, they give you all their cards that have that
supply. If they don’t have it, your turn is over. You can ask someone else
on your next turn.
• If you decide to roll the dice, move your character up or down the river
to deliver the supplies to the correct location. Be careful—if you roll an
unlucky six, you don’t get to move! Instead, move the coin one space to
the right on the Time Tracker.
3

After the team has delivered all the supplies, return to Fish Camp. If others
on your team are still making deliveries, you can help! On your turn, roll the
dice and give other players your roll.

4

The game is over when all the players return to Fish Camp, or the coin
has moved to the tenth space on the Time Tracker. Celebrate with your
teammates for helping the community!

TIPS
• If this is your first time playing,
make it easy! Have each player
choose just one delivery and
not worry about the rest.
• If your child has too many cards
to hold, lay them on the table
face up. Help your child make
groups of similar cards.
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SPRING CARNIVAL
You Will Need
• Game Board

• 2–6 MOLLY OF DENALI
Characters

• 1 Dice (not included)
• 6 Carnival Cards

It’s time for the Spring Carnival, but there’s a lot to do to get ready! There’s
food to make, instruments to practice, and traditions to prepare for. You’ll
need to work together to visit different places in Qyah and gather things you
need for the Spring Carnival. Can your family collect all the objects before
time runs out?
Carnival Cards
There are six Carnival Cards, one for each
MOLLY OF DENALI character. Choose a
character and complete the character’s
carnival task. To complete a task, collect
objects from different locations on the game
board. For example, Walter is responsible
for making soup. To complete Walter’s task,
collect vegetables from Trini’s house, firewood
from the Birch Wood Forest, and pots from the
Trading Post.

IT CONNECTION
Does your family
want to learn more
about Alaska Native
traditions? Read the
informational text on
the Carnival Cards to
learn about beading,
dog sledding, and
Alaskan frybread!

Object Cards
• 18 Object Cards

These are the things that need to be collected around Qyah to complete a
task and prepare for the Spring Carnival. Each player needs to collect the
three objects listed on their character’s Carnival Card.
Time Tracker

• Time Tracker

• A coin or button
(not included)
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The Time Tracker shows how much time the team has to prepare for the
Spring Carnival. The first time a player rolls a one on the dice, place a coin or
button on the far-left space. Each time a player rolls a one, they lose
their turn and must move the coin one space to the right. When the
coin reaches the last space, it’s time for the Carnival! (Notice that
the Time Tracker has more spaces when there are more players
in the game.)

Set Up
1

Open the game board. The Village of Qyah should be face up.

2

Each player chooses a character and finds their character’s Carnival
Card. (If this is your first time playing, carefully tear, fold, and tape the
characters so they can stand up. See picture on left.)

3

Players find the three Object cards on their Carnival Card and place them
on the game board in the correct locations. If a location has more than one
Object card, stack them up.

Let’s Play!
1

All players start at Tribal Hall. The oldest player
goes first; then continue clockwise.

2

Roll the dice and move that number of spaces
toward your first object’s location. (You can collect
your three objects in any order that you want.)
Characters can move horizontally or vertically
around the board, but not diagonally. Be careful—
if you roll an unlucky one, you don’t get to move!
Instead, move the coin one space to the right on the Time Tracker.

3

When you get to an object, take it and place it next to your Carnival card.
On your next turn, head toward another object you need.

4

After you’ve collected all the objects you need for your task, return to
Tribal Hall for the Spring Carnival. If other players are still collecting their
objects, you can help! On your turn, roll the dice and give other players
your roll.

5

The game is over when all the players return to Tribal Hall with their three
objects, or the coin has reached the last space on the Time Tracker. To
show their appreciation for all the objects, the Qyah community will come
together to sing, dance, and share joy with family and friends!
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TELL ME A STORY
You Will Need
• Writing materials (pens,
pencils, crayons, or
markers)

• 4 Story Cubes to cut out
and tape together
• Scissors and tape

In Alaska Native culture, history and knowledge are passed down through
storytelling. Storytelling helps family members feel connected to each other
and their past. In this game, families use their creativity and imagination as
they make up stories about Molly’s world and their own.

Make the Story Cubes

IT CONNECTION
Reading and
following directions
is another way to use
informational text. Read
each step aloud and
talk with your children
about how to do them
in the right order.

1

Have your children help you follow the
directions to make the MOLLY OF DENALI
Story Cubes. (See the following pages.)
You’ll have one cube of characters and one
cube of objects.

2

Use the Draw-Your-Own templates to create
two more sets of Story Cubes. Have your
children draw the pictures, or take turns
drawing. Cut out the cubes, fold them, and tape them together.

Let’s Play!
1

The first player decides which Story Cubes they want to use. They can
use two MOLLY OF DENALI cubes, two Draw-Your-Own cubes, or one of
each. If you mix the cubes together, you can make up a story combining
your lives with Molly’s life in Qyah!

2

The first player tosses the Story Cubes. Tell a story using both images that
land face up.

3

Players take turns choosing which Story Cubes to use and making
up their own version of a MOLLY OF DENALI story. The stories can be
realistic or fantastical.

4

Talk about the stories you created. Do you have a favorite story? If so,
have the storyteller retell it and capture it on video.

DIFFERENT WAYS TO PLAY
• Have younger children roll the Story Cubes and start
the story, then have older children or adults finish it.
• Toss all four Story Cubes together and make up a
really long story!
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1. Help your child cut on the
dotted lines. Be careful
not to cut the solid lines!
2. Fold on the solid lines to
make a cube.
3. Tuck the flaps into the
cube and tape it together.

Suki
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How to Make
the Story Cubes:

Walter and Layla
(Dad and Mom)

Auntie Midge

Molly

Grandpa Nat

Tooey and Trini
21
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1. Help your child cut on the
dotted lines. Be careful
not to cut the solid lines!
2. Fold on the solid lines to
make a cube.
3. Tuck the flaps into the
cube and tape it together.

Bowl of Blueberries
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How to Make
the Story Cubes:

Map

Book about Birds

Canoe

Flashlight

Moose
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How to Make
the Story Cubes:

Draw-Your-Own
Characters

1. Help your child draw on
the cubes. (See ideas on
the right.)

Draw six people in your life,
including yourself!
Here are some ideas:

2. Cut on the dotted lines.
Be careful not to cut the
solid lines!

1. You

3. Fold on the solid lines to
make a cube.
4. Tuck the flaps into the
cube and tape it together.

2. A parent or grandparent
3. One or two friends
4. A pet or favorite animal
5. Other relative
6. Teacher or family friend

25
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How to Make
the Story Cubes:
1. Help your child draw on
the cubes. (See ideas on
the right.)

Draw-Your-Own Objects
Draw six things you find in or
around your house. Here are
some ideas:
1. Favorite book

2. Cut on the dotted lines.
Be careful not to cut the
solid lines!

2. Ways to get around (car, bike,
skates, etc.)

3. Fold on the solid lines to
make a cube.

4. Tool you use (phone, fishing
rod, instrument, etc.)

4. Tuck the flaps into the
cube and tape it together.

3. Favorite food

5. Activity item (soccer ball,
dance shoes, goggles, etc.)
6. Draw your own idea!
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DELIVER ON THE RIVER SUPPLY TABLE
FAMILY

AMOUNT

Cut the Supply Table
out of the booklet,
if you’d like.

SUPPLIES

Keeta

Isaacs

Lincoln

Kideelee

Jensen
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